Using synthetic spectra, we construct a simple model of an elliptical galaxy with a velocity dispersion ¼ 200 km s
INTRODUCTION
A stellar system can be studied by taking a spectrum of it not star by star but with whatever stars are present in the aperture of the spectrograph. In the absence of complications such as nebular emission, dust screening, or the presence of unexpected stellar populations, the spectrum is an integrated but purely stellar fingerprint of the ages and abundances of stars that are present. Dynamically hot stellar systems such as elliptical galaxies, S0 galaxies, star clusters, and the bulges of spiral galaxies tend to be relatively free of gas and dust compared to disk galaxies (Knapp 1999; Oosterloo et al. 2002) . The mixture of stellar populations in these systems is therefore likely to contain only small quantities of very young stars, nebular gas, or dust, making them amenable to analysis via stellar population models.
Current models (Worthey 1994; Bruzual & Charlot 2003; Maraston 2005 ) universally indicate that two main parameters control the basically one-dimensional continuum in color or spectral feature strength of simple integrated-light systems: age and abundance. The ''3/2 rule'' of Worthey (1994) states that if an age change is opposed by an abundance change such that d log (age) ¼ À(3/ 2)d log (abundance), then very little spectral change will occur: the colors, surface brightness fluctuation magnitudes, and absorption feature strengths will remain essentially the same. Worthey (1994) pointed out that this would present an opportunity to discover abundance ratio variations (non-lockstep abundance changes for individual elements) without having to know the absolute age or metallicity to very high precision if features could be found in the spectrum that were sensitive to such non-lockstep behavior. Worthey et al. (1992) presented models and observations that seemed to indicate that elemental abundances could decouple in real galaxies by plotting Mg and Fe absorption feature indices for models and elliptical galaxies. The models were for different single-burst ages and abundances and fell along a onedimensional, highly degenerate trajectory where any reasonable change of age or abundance merely moved an object back and forth along this line. The galaxies, however, drifted off the model sequence such that larger galaxies had very strong Mg feature indices. This strongly indicated nonsolar abundance ratios and has subsequently been confirmed (e.g., Worthey 1998; Tantalo & Chiosi 2004; Thomas et al. 2003; Proctor & Sansom 2002; Maraston et al. 2003) . Trager et al. (2000a Trager et al. ( , 2000b introduced the valuable step of using synthetic stellar spectra (Tripicco & Bell 1995) to simulate the effects of abundance ratio changes in the integrated-light models.
Recently, Worthey (2004) used an updated version of Tripicco & Bell (1995) , that is, Houdashelt et al. (2002, hereafter H02) , to infer a chemical mixture for Local Group elliptical galaxy M32 for 10 elements: C, N, Mg, and Na were measured with some security, while Fe, O, Ca, Si, Cr, and Ti were more uncertain. The spectrum itself was not used directly. Rather, a set of 25 absorption feature indices on the Lick image dissector scanner (IDS) system Worthey & Ottaviani 1997) was utilized, so that the information extracted was limited to what these 25 numbers could yield.
The present work investigates this issue of measuring individual elements in the integrated light of passive stellar systems. How many elements could be measured individually if we had excellent spectra, excellent models, and could examine all wavelengths of interest? We outline our approach to answering this question in x 2, then present results ordered by groups of elements, and finally summarize and conclude.
ANALYSIS
High-resolution spectral abundance analysis on stars traditionally relies on a small set of transitions whose oscillator strengths and damping profiles are either known from laboratory work or are deduced through an analysis of the lines as they appear in the spectra of abundance standards, e.g., the Sun or Arcturus. Ideally, these lines will be in isolated patches of spectrum where no other lines exist to crowd the feature of interest. In many situations, however, interloper lines do affect the line under study, especially at blue or ultraviolet wavelengths and especially in cool stars. In these situations, the technique of spectral synthesis must be employed, where swaths of spectrum are computed that include many lines. Besides the atomic physics of the lines themselves, the other ingredient needed for good abundances is the stellar atmosphere (i.e., the relation of pressure, temperature, and opacity to optical depth). Ideally, computing an accurate stellar atmosphere requires consideration of continuous and line opacity sources over the entire wavelength range from which flux emerges, so that spectral synthesis and the computation of the atmosphere are done simultaneously to iterate to the final atmosphere structure (Castelli & Kurucz 2004 and references therein) . A less computationally intensive approach (and the one adopted here) is to decouple the model atmosphere and synthetic spectra calculations. In this case, the model atmosphere is generated using precalculated line opacity ''tables'' (opacity distribution functions) for a given composition. These basic principles are described in detail in Gustafsson et al. (1975) . The resulting run of temperature, pressure, opacity, and optical depth are used with an appropriate line list to calculate the emergent flux over the wavelength range of interest.
Such spectral synthesis requires lists of all relevant atomic and molecular transitions, along with oscillator strengths and damping constants. Lines that are strong in the solar spectrum have largely been identified, but weak lines and many lines in the ultraviolet have not (Kurucz 1995) . Individual molecular lines can be more problematic as line lists often include transitions derived from theory (due to a lack of laboratory values) that frequently are not as accurate as one would want for high-resolution spectroscopy. However, the inclusion of theoretical molecular bands is often reasonable for overall opacity calculations. Many workers are constantly improving the available line lists.
Here we wish to use these spectral synthesis tools to study elliptical galaxy spectra. Such spectra are highly composite and are velocity broadened to as high as 350 km s À1 for the largest galaxies. At such large velocity dispersions, only the very strongest of lines are recognizable in the spectrum. All medium and weak lines are blended together, and any true continuum is hopelessly lost. For spectral synthesis, this means that the weak, poorly characterized (or even perhaps unidentified) lines contribute strongly to the spectral shape. So at low spectral resolution (or high velocity dispersion), the mismatches between theory and real stars ( Valdes et al. 2004 ) are plotted along with the synthetic spectra of H02 ( green curve) and this work (blue curve). In the bottom panel the spectrum of HD 102328 is divided into the other three using the same color scheme.
are obvious despite substantial improvements in line lists over the years.
We computed synthetic spectra of a giant (T eA ¼ 4250, log g ¼ 1:90) and a main-sequence turnoff dwarf (T eA ¼ 6200, log g ¼ 4:10), combined them, and broadened them to Gaussian of 200 km s À1 to simulate an elliptical galaxy. We then computed synthetic spectra (or used those of H02) for the same stars, increasing the abundance of a single element at a time. This was done for C, N, O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, K, Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Sr, Ba, and Eu. Both the H02 spectra and ours were calculated using MARCS model atmospheres (Gustafsson et al. 1975 ) and the program SSG (Bell et al. 1994) . Spectra for the synthetic giant using both sources and for two K giants from the CFL library (Valdes et al. 2004 ) are plotted in Figure 1 . HD 114092 is slightly cooler and more metal-rich than HD 102328. All spectra were smoothed to 200 km s À1 , corresponding to the velocity dispersion typical of a galaxy around L Ã , the ''knee'' in the luminosity function of cluster galaxies (%0.9L
Ã according to the fit in Tonry 1985) . The synthetic spectra do not match the observed stars perfectly, with easily detectable deviations. The two synthetic spectra do not match each other because of version mismatches between them (i.e., differences in assumed solar abundance, model atmosphere structure, code changes, and line lists), but neither has serious flaws in matching the continuum and the major spectral features. The remaining several percent scatter is indicative of the absolute accuracy. Most important to the present work is that the differential effects caused by abundance changes should be independent of the Figure 1 scatter to a large extent.
For each model star the abundance of each elemental of interest was increased by 0.3 dex and a new spectrum calculated, except for C, which was increased by 0.15 dex. This exception for carbon was inserted because a 0.3 dex enhancement of C relative to O causes the C/O ratio to approach 1, radically changing the molecular equilibrium so that the star begins to turn into a carbon star. These spectra were combined with equal contributions from the turnoff dwarf and giant at 5000 8, approximately aping a $5 Gyr age stellar population (see Worthey 1994 or Buzzoni 1989 for the fractional contributions of light from different stellar evolutionary phases). This ''galaxy'' spectrum was broadened to a Gaussian of 200 km s À1 to simulate an elliptical galaxy somewhat more massive than the Milky Way. The procedure was repeated for each spectrum with an ''enhanced abundance'' of a particular element. For purposes of locating regions of spectrum that showed significant response to the abundance changes, we took the ratio of the enhanced galaxy spectrum and the unenhanced galaxy spectrum.
We then defined indices for interesting features consisting of three passbands in the Lick IDS style. The central passband spans the absorption feature itself. The central passband is flanked by blue and red continuum passbands. A pseudocontinuum is defined by ''drawing'' a line between the wavelength midpoints and average flux values of the blue and red sides. The index itself is an equivalent width, integrating the difference of pseudocontinuum and flux over the index passband. Using these indices and assuming a photon error such that S /N ¼ 100 around 5000 8 and proportional to F 1=2 k , we determined index values and errors to gauge the feasibility of measuring individual elements in real galaxies.
RESULTS
Absorption feature indices are a useful way of summarizing results since one can reduce spectral data to a single number plus its error. We list the features that we defined in Table 1 . The index name is composed of the element or elements that the index targets, along with the center wavelength of the index passband. That is, the wavelengths in the names do not correspond to any actual atomic or molecular transitions, except by coincidence. Wavelengths are listed in units of angstroms.
For our galaxy the index measurements in angstroms of equivalent width are given in the second column of Table 2 , and the error associated with S /N ¼ 100 at 5000 8 is given in the third column. The remainder of the columns are the changes (enhanced minus unenhanced) in the index wrought by an element enhancement of 0.3 dex (or 0.15 dex for C) in units of the error of the third column. The final column gives the result for a bulk enhancement of 0.3 dex for all heavy elements (including C). H02 spectra were used for elements C, N, O, Na, Mg, Si, Ca, Ti, Fe, and Cr, and our own for the rest. Ultimately, we aim to intercompare models and galaxy spectra to estimate (1) the bulk population age and metallicity [M/H] and (2) individual abundance ratios. The error analysis will be an overconstrained, least-squares minimization problem, but we can illustrate the basic error propagation by considering a system of two indices that we measure to estimate two abundance ratios. Age and metallicity must also be estimated, but we assume that this is done with other indices in the following example. Suppose the nth index can be represented by terms
where n is the index for the Lick-style index and k is the index over elements. Here I n is the measured index, but I n, AM is the index value for a scaled solar abundance distribution at the appropriate age (A) and metallicity (M ) for the stellar population; J nk is the index response from Table 2 or 3. For a system of two indices, the solution for two abundances is
One can write the Gaussian random errors for the abundances by inspection. Assuming that (1) the error due to getting the wrong age-metallicity model AM is negligible and that (2) the measured index error is the same as the tabulated photon-derived error n , the abundance errors are
These equations can be used to test the separability of abundance measurements for pairs of species. For example, suppose one wanted to measure species C (k ¼ 1) and Mg (k ¼ 2) with indices CN 1 (n ¼ 1) and Mg 1 (n ¼ 2). Then, from 
C, N, and O
In cool stars and elliptical galaxies C, N, and O are manifested in the spectrum almost exclusively through molecular species such as NH, CN, C 2 , CH, and CO. CO has the highest dissociation energy, and since O is typically the most abundant of the three elements, most of the carbon is incorporated into CO molecules. The three elements are linked together via the molecular equilibrium balancing. The usual effect, illustrated in Figure 2 , is that O behaves like anti-CN since adding O will decrease the amount of available C by incorporating more C into CO molecules. Figure 3 and subsequent figures show the division of an altered, single-element-enhanced spectrum by the unaltered spectrum. Carbon abundance is up only 0.15 dex, but all other elements are up 0.3 dex.
It should be possible to disentangle O from C and N by using features such as the Lick IDS index C 2 4668 that is mostly sensitive to C abundance and the indices CO5161 and CO4685 that are insensitive to N. Neither the NH features at 3300 8 nor the CO bands at 2.3 m are modeled here, but presumably are also beneficial. The spectral response to CNO changes are very easy to measure (many at S/ N ¼ 100). The only reservation is that molecular line lists are even more immature than atomic line lists, so precise models may be difficult to produce.
Ca and Al
In the atmospheric window, only two aluminum transitions are found. There is a resonance line at k3944.01 and one additional line at k3961.52 (Meggers et al. 1975) . Both are strong enough to be measured in 200 km s À1 spectra, but both are situated between the giant Fraunhofer lines of Ca ii at k3933.66 (K) and k3968.47 (H). Jaschek & Jaschek (1995) indicate an equivalent width of the Al resonance line of about half an angstrom in G stars, as opposed to about 15 8 for the Ca K line. We illustrate the situation in Figure 3 , where enhancements due to both Al and Ca are shown to the same scale. Spectral changes due to Ca are about 5 times larger than those due to Al, but the Al signature is clearly seen since the wavelength separation is significant.
The continuum passbands of the Al3953 index were tuned until the influence of Ca abundance changes summed to nearly zero. We did this in order to demonstrate to ourselves that it could easily be done and to illustrate that it would be straightforward to separate effects due to Ca from effects due to Al. For this spectral region, one would probably want a spectral-synthesis approach rather than a feature-index approach. For instance, the cores of the H and K lines can be filled with emission from active stellar chromospheres but also may suffer interstellar contamination since they are resonance lines. So the cores of H and K should be treated with more caution than we give to them in this exploratory paper. Even with all of these caveats, a 0.3 dex enhancement of Al produces a 4.5 effect in the spectrum. Calcium is easy to measure via the H and K lines (index CaHK), but also via the so-called triplet represented in Table 2 by indices Ca8542 and Ca8662, and by the Lick index Ca4227. 3.3. Na, Mg, and Si 3.3. Na, Mg, and Si Sodium is easily measurable only via the Na D feature. The next best candidate is the Na doublet measured with index Na8190, but its spectral response is only a little better than 1 , as opposed to the 9 response of the Na D index. Also, both Fe and Co have significant features around 8190 8, adding to the uncertainty in measuring the Na abundance (see the very similar Co8185 index). The Na D index is less than desirable because of possible interstellar absorption in the Na D resonances, although many galaxies will redshift beyond the influence of the Galactic Na absorption, which is of order a few tenths of an angstrom in equivalent width (Welty et al. 1994) .
Magnesium is easily measured from Lick IDS indices Mg 1 , Mg 2 , and Mg b, but we also present alternative indices Mg3835 and Mg4780 (the weaker of the two). Mg4780 is illustrated in Figure 4 .
The Si4101 index measures an atomic line at k4102.94 and also lines due to SiH. It is illustrated in Figure 5 . The wellstudied line of Si ii at k4128.07 is weak in cool stars and so does not contribute substantially to the spectral shape. The Si4513 index appears to measure mostly SiH. Both Si4101 and Si4513 indices are relatively clean in the sense that other elements have little influence on the spectral shape for these indices, so the strength of these indices should be given by only three parameters (age, metallicity, and Si abundance) in real galaxies.
S and K
Neither sulfur nor potassium have much influence on the spectra of cool stars. Table 2 lists indices that measure the strongest blips in the spectrum, K4042 and S4693. Both of these indices seem to require an S/N of 500 or more before K or S abundances can be reliably measured.
3.5. Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni This group of elements has a problem opposite that of S and K; these elements have too many lines in the spectrum. Due to the crowding this causes at low resolution, almost any 20 8 swath of spectrum contains several lines of each of these elements. Finding good indices is a matter of choosing lesser evils. Our candidates are Fe4058, Fe4930, Ni3667, Ni3780, Ni4292, Ni4910, Ni4976, Ni5592, Cr3594, Cr4264, Cr5206, Mn3794, Mn4018, Mn4061, and Mn4757 . Cr3594 is illustrated in Figure 6 , and Ni4976 is illustrated in Figure 7 . These choices partly arise from the increased volatility in the blue portions of the spectrum, which amplifies the relative spectral response. The bottom line is that the abundances of all of these elements should be fairly easy to measure, but most indices meant to measure other elements will be stuck with some contribution from these four.
3.6. Sc, Ti, and V
We illustrate examples of spectral responses for Sc, Ti, and V in Figures 8, 9 , and 10, respectively. Indices V4112, V4928, V6604, Sc3613, Sc4312, and Sc6292 each yield detections between 1 and 2 , so measurement of all of them should yield >2 abundances for V and Sc. The Ti indices Ti4296, Ti4533, and Ti5000 cluster around 2.5 . Worthey (1998) raised issues of possible Ti-V-Sc interplay that should be resolved using these or similar indices.
3.7. Co, Cu, and Zn Heavier metals Co, Cu, and Zn are interesting from a nucleosynthetic standpoint since they lie beyond the iron peak. The best Co index is illustrated in Figure 11 . There should be no problem measuring Co in real galaxies. Copper and zinc, on the other hand, are decidedly borderline at S /N ¼ 100. The Zn4720 index measures about a 1 spectral response, but many other elements produce a similar or greater spectral response. Index Cu5217 has effects due to C, Mg, and Cr that are much larger than the response due to Cu. Cu5780 has an even weaker response, and Cr modifies the same spectral region. Zinc and Cu measurements may be possible but will be difficult compared to most other elements that we explore.
3.8. Sr, Ba, and Eu Abundances of Sr and Ba trace s-process enrichment, while Eu is thought to come mostly from r-process enrichment, and nucleosynthetic theory offers clear predictions for these elements. We find that Sr can be measured, but, like Al, only on one place in the spectrum. This is around the Sr ii line at k4077.71, with index Sr4076 ( Fig. 12) . The result is favorable, with about a 4 detection. In the cases of single lines being studied, as for Sr or Al, a lower velocity dispersion will result in much easier measurement (and a higher velocity dispersion in a much harder measurement).
Barium, on the other hand, is our most perfect element in the sense of having strong lines well separated from others and easily bracketed by index continua. All three indices, Ba4552, Ba4933 (Fig. 13) , and Ba6142, are fairly independent of other element ratios. The spectral responses are between 2 and 4 for all three definitions.
Europium has weaker lines than Ba, and the strongest one, measured by Eu3970, is tangled up with Ca, CN, and Si. The Eu4592 index ( Fig. 14) is tangled up with Ti, V, and Fe. And both are weak, only 0.5 detections at S /N ¼ 100. Europium can be measured, but it will take significant work to pull a reliable measurement from a real elliptical galaxy.
Abundance Effects on Colors and Other Established Index Systems
The first 21 absorption feature indices listed in Table 3 are from Worthey et al. (1994) , then four Balmer indices from Worthey & Ottaviani (1997) and the H index from Cohen et al. (1998) . These are all equivalent widths (although CN 1 , CN 2 , Mg 1 , Mg 2 , TiO 1 , and TiO 2 are expressed in magnitudes ]), with two bandpasses defining a pseudocontinuum and a central bandpass over which the pseudocontinuum-flux difference is integrated. The next 10 indices in Table 3 are from Rose (1994) , and the final index is the Hn/Fe average index (Hn /Fe ¼ hH /k4325 þ H /k4045 þ H8 /k3859i) from Caldwell & Rose (1998) . These are line-depth ratios defined by dividing the fluxes at the centers of absorption features. As such they are more sensitive to velocity dispersion than the equivalent-width style of index. For the error estimate in the ratio indices we assumed a 2 8 bandpass for calculating S/N. In many of our spectra it was impossible to centroid correctly for the components of the 3550/3544 index because these particular features do not appear distinctly enough in the broadened synthetic spectra. We adopted the flux point closest to the index wavelength and computed responses anyway, but the 3550/3544 result should be considered even more approximate than the rest of these exploratory and approximate results.
The results in Table 3 roughly agree with previously published integrated-light models (Thomas et al. 2004; Trager et al. 2000a Trager et al. , 2000b in the sign and order of magnitude of the response, but it is difficult to be more quantitative given the sketchiness of our two-star ''galaxy.'' At the stellar level, we can compare Tripicco & Bell (1995) with H02. For the giant star (T eA ¼ 4255, log g ¼ 1:90) the responses always agree to better than a factor of 2, and usually to about 10%, with three exceptions: (1) responses less than a few tenths of a because of round-off, etc.; (2) the quadratic carbon effect in indices affected by C abundance because we avoid the nonlinear regime; and (3) the two TiO indices because Tripicco & Bell (1995) did not have TiO line lists.
The differential effects of abundance on Johnson/Cousins BRVI colors are given in Table 4 . The second column is the color of the galaxy, and the remaining columns are the abundance responses in units of millimagnitudes. The colors were calculated as in Worthey (1994) . The effects are mild, the largest one being that of carbon, where a 0.15 dex increase in C abundance reddens B À V by 0.04 mag; B À V suffers more than any other color from abundance effects (U band is probably even worse, but our spectra did not reach quite blue enough to measure U ).
DISCUSSION, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSION
Of 23 elements explored, 18 look favorable for measurement in S/ N > 100 integrated spectra of star clusters, elliptical galaxies, S0 galaxies, spiral galaxy bulges, and some parts of spiral galaxy disks. These results hold true even in galaxies of high velocity dispersion. The situation becomes more favorable for systems with low velocity dispersion. The five unfavorable elements are not impossible to measure, but given the small amount of spectral change that results from abundance changes, along with confusion from other elements, S, K, Cu, Zn, and Eu will be more challenging. The precision of abundance ratio measurements can be expected to reach 0.01 dex in favorable cases (see Worthey 2004) , although the real accuracy of measurement is model-dependent at the moment. The 18 favorable elements can be measured with precision <0.1 dex, except V, which is borderline. Tables 2 and 3 plus equations (4) and (5) give a more detailed look at expected precisions. For example, [Al/Fe] is measured to 4.5 at S /N ¼ 100 using the Al3953 index, so its 1 precision would be 0:3 dex/4:5 % 0:07 dex. S /N ¼ 200 spectra should yield %0.03 dex precision. Obviously, some caution should be exercised, as we assume perfect models and also assume that photon noise is the only error source. Ultimate accuracy (as opposed to observational precision) will depend on the quality of the models used to fit the integrated spectra. In this Al3953 example, the synthetic spectra will need to accurately reproduce all atomic and molecular lines in that spectral region, as well as treating the wings of the Ca H and K lines correctly, at least in a differential sense. Since empirical stellar spectra can and will be used to model the unadjusted integrated spectral models, the synthetic spectra will only be needed in a differential sense.
We also tabulate abundance responses for Lick IDS indices, Rose indices, and BVRI colors to assess the opportunities (or vulnerabilities) for measuring abundance ratio effects (or being insensitive to them). For instance, the 0.04 mag change in B À V caused by a 0.15 dex enhancement of carbon is the same as the color change in bright cluster galaxies over a 1 mag range of brightness along the color-magnitude relation (Lugger 1984 ). Since we suspect that the spectral changes in large elliptical galaxies may be mostly due to elements lighter than the Fe group (Trager et al. 2000b) , this indicates that even if the addition of light elements does not cause the giant branch to become cooler, colors will become somewhat more red via the enhanced line blanketing.
This promising avenue of research (18 individual element abundance ratios with 0:01 P P 0:1 from integrated stellar light) should open up new areas of investigations into the nucleosynthesis of external galaxies, especially early-type galaxies. There is no reason that very distant galaxies and extragalactic globular cluster systems could not be studied using the same techniques, except for the old problem of gathering enough photons for high-quality spectra.
